Seluct an Open Access License with Sage

Congrats on your article acceptance with Sage!

You’re asked to choose between two licenses:

- **CC-BY 4.0**
- **CC-BY-NC 4.0**

Both agreements allow readers to:

- copy and redistribute the article in any format
- remix, transform, build upon the work

The primary difference is if you want to permit widespread commercial use.

Questions to ask:

- **Am I ok with the article being used commercially (e.g. republished in an edited book and sold without permission)?**
  - If not, select CC-BY-NC
- **Do I want to be able to reuse my article commercially without asking permission to Sage?**
  - If yes, select CC-BY

FAQs

Do I keep copyright of my article?

- Yes.

Does this meet Tri-Agency open access requirements?

- Yes.

Other questions? Contact Jessica Lange | jessica.lange@mcgill.ca